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FL-PH5521 05/02/16 (M)FL Philippines FL-BDG2 
 

1. Processing of new print of 100 PHP (2016) banknotes with stronger mauve or violet color has been 
introduced. 

2. Overall acceptance rate has been improved. 
3. Bill Table updated to use Country code instead of Currency code based on customer request. 

 

 

FL-PH5520 10/21/15   (M)FL  Philippines   FL-BDG2 
 

1. Old Banknotes (New Design Series, NDS) have been excluded from bill processing. 
2. Acceptance of New Generation Currency (NGC) banknotes has been improved. 
3. Greeting message was changed from “Cash Code” to “Suzo Happ”. 
4. Detection and rejection of short coupons has been improved.  
5. Corrected returning procedure for Barcodes and disabled denominations.  
6. Eliminated wrong Power Recovery messages. 
7. Eliminated random reboots during accepting. 

 

 

FL-PH5518  01/28/12  (M)FL  Philippines  FL-BDG2 
 

Processing of new 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 PHP issued in 2010 has been introduced. 
 

 

FL-PH5717  03/03/10  (M)FL  Philippines  FL-BDG2 
1. Processing of 200 PHP has been introduced. 
2. Overall acceptance rate has been improved according to the latest samples of street grade bills. 

 

 

FL-PH5616  01/12/09  (M)FL  Philippines  FL-BDG2 
 

Acceptance of 500 & 1000 PHP has been improved based on the latest samples of street grade bills. 
 

 

FL-PH5615  09/22/08  (M)FL  Philippines  FL-BDG2 
 

1. Counterfeit protection has been improved according to the latest samples of 500 and 1000 PHP 
counterfeits based on customer's scans. 

2. Acceptance of 1000 PHP has been improved according to the latest samples of street grade bills. 
3. Accepting and rejecting states are not reported in case of feeding error. 
4. Request Bill Enables command is not masked with real denomination mask. 
5. Barcodes from 14 to 18 digits have been enabled. 
6. Cassette presence checking added when bill is held in the entry slot. 
7. Stored settings are cleared in Service mode. 
8. Stacker cycle added in case of rejecting from stacking state. 

 

 

FL-PH5614  08/30/07  (M)FL  Philippines  FL-BDG2 
 

Counterfeit protection has been improved according to the latest samples of 100, 500 & 1000 PHP counterfeits. 
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FL-PH5613  09/19/05  (M)FL  Philippines  FL-BDG2 
 

1. STACKER JAM flag is set to indicate BILL DROP condition in case if the bill lost during rejecting from 
STACKING state due to cheating or jam. 

2. FL does not detect bill removing from the drop cassette if the second bill is inserted. 
 

 

FL-PH5612  07/29/05  (M)FL  Philippines  FL-BDG2 
1. Counterfeit protection for 100 PHP has been enhanced based on the latest samples of fake money. 
2. Acceptance of 100, 500 & 1000 PHP has been improved. 

 

 

FL-PH5611  06/10/05  (M)FL  Philippines  FL-BDG2 
 

1. Counterfeit protection for 100 & 500 PHP has been enhanced; 
2. Acceptance rate of 20 & 100 PHP has been improved based on the latest samples of street money. 

 

 

FL-PH5610  06/14/04  (M)FL  Philippines  FL-BDG2 
  

 First release. 


